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3.3.1.2 Classification into strategy
(model) classes

Inspired by: Garrido, Brena, Sycara 1998: probabilistic
models

General idea:
Assume that there is a fixed number of features

determining a model that other agents might follow.
And for each feature there is only a finite number of
values. Then try to assign to each other agent the
model generated by the combination of the most
probable feature values.

Base your decisions on prediction of others actions
based on these assumed models.
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How to classify the model of another
agent?

Each feature is described as a vector
v = (v1,…,vn)

where n is the number of feature values and
v1 + … + vn = 1

(to form a probability distribution).
Then the probability that another agent follows a

certain model y (with features v1 to vm  and the model
requiring the combination v1

i1, …, vm
im) is

p(y) = v1
i1∗ … ∗vm

im
Choose model with highest probability!
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How to update the model?

Learning!
After each action of the modeled agent, look at the

prediction each possible model made about the
action:
 Reward those models that predicted right
 Punish those models that predicted wrong

How these rewards and punishments are distributed
among the feature values is still open; will be some
kind of reinforcement learning.
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Discussion

 Similar to human usage of stereotypes:
look at the other guy and a few actions and put
him/her into a drawer

 Development can be observed
- What if there is an infinite number of feature values /

models
- Many features/feature values lead to an enormous

number of models
( find constraints, but then the combination of

probabilities is not so easy anymore)
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3.3.2 Environments to force agents to
be social

Given that agents have their own goals and try to
maximize their achievement of these goals, how can
we nevertheless achieve some cooperation between
agents or at least social behavior of them?

A problem law makers face on a daily basis (although
they have additional problems).

Consider the following examples:
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Example 1: The cheating delivery
men (I)
Two delivery men meet in the morning at the

headquarters (a) of their company and each of them
is assigned a set of deliveries to make. Each man only
knows about its own deliveries, but not about the
ones of the other.

Since the guy putting together the delivery sets does not
care very much, it often happens that both of the
delivery men have to make deliveries to the same
places. Therefore they decided to redistribute the
delivery sets in such a way that the delivery routes of
both are optimized, i.e. they exchange deliveries so
that no one has a larger route, but one or both have
shorter routes.
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Example 1: The cheating delivery
men (II)

The men optimize their routes by performing deals:
Whenever one of them has a delivery that is on the
way of the other but lengthens its own route, the
other takes over this delivery.

In addition, they take turns at this, so that both can get a
gain out of it.

Whenever both have to deliver to a certain place and
both gain by getting rid of the delivery, then they will
toss a coin to decide who is doing it.

In order to do those deals, each man tells the other man
about its set of deliveries.
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Example 1: The cheating delivery
men (III)

How does cheating come into play?
One of the delivery men has some experience with

game theory and realizes that there are situations in
which he can guarantee that he will have a much
shorter route by not reporting truthfully his set of
deliveries.

First scenario: hiding a delivery
h  a   b               Agent 1 has to go to b and f
g       c                Agent 2 has to go to e
f   e   d               Optimal solution: one agent does all
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Example 1: The cheating delivery
men (IV)
Agent 1 realizes that by honestly announcing that he

has b and f, the coin toss might result in him having
to do all deliveries, a route of length 8.

He decides to not to tell agent 2 about the delivery to b:
This way he has a delivery of length 6 (to f and back)

and agent 2 has length 8 (to e and back) and 2 could
also deliver to f (because it is on its way). The optimal
decision will be (without knowing about b) that
agent 2 will do e and f.

Then agent 1 can just go the 2 to deliver b and cheating
paid off for him.
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Example 1: The cheating delivery
men (V)
Second scenario: a phantom delivery
                         Agent 1 and 2 both have deliveries to b
                         and c. Again, there is a 50% percent
                         chance for 1 to have to go to b (i.e. the
                         longer way).

a

b
c

d Agent 1 invents a phantom delivery to d, so 
that for him taking the route c-d is a must,
so that 2 should do b. 
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Example 2: Drivers and Pedestrians

A city council faces the following situation:
Citizens are either drivers or pedestrians. The drivers

only go slow or fast, and the pedestrians only cross
the streets carefully (slow) or very fast.

Naturally, both groups want to get from one place to
another as quick as possible, and so far, there are no
repercussions for drivers hitting pedestrians.

What can the council do to avoid the current situation?


